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Abstract
A summary of impacts from a spontaneous arts initiative involving the residents of 8
London streets during the 2020 lockdowns. A local arts organisation devised small
scale, informal street music projects that were evaluated by the residents themselves.
Responses suggested that such events had a strong positive impact feelings of
community. Common responses included reaffirming the importance of local
cohesion, recognising music as an accessible means of developing new connections
in ‘distanced’ conditions and a new appreciation of family togetherness.
Those involved suggested that researchers could learn much about the
characteristics of cohesive, supportive communities from similar initiatives. The
project confirmed that more research was needed on the role schools could play in
bringing communities together and how music can be used to build bridges between
school and community. Feedback raised questions about the absence of children’s
voices in post-Covid-19 planning for ‘the recovery curriculum.

Introduction
Attempts to control the spread of COVID 19 have involved three periods of ‘lockdown’
between March 2020 and March 2021 in England. The experience of lockdown has
unlocked good and bad in most of us. On the positive side, a revitalised consciousness
of human interdependence, recognition of the importance of inclusive values,
expressed emotion, the idea of community, family, nature, sustainability, positivity,
diversity, culture, creativity or the arts, has driven such issues high up the agenda for
many. Such themes are now found in advertising, staff meetings, newscasting, media
opinion pieces, public speeches and company policy. Government committees reflect
these changing priorities too - in a recent UK government Media, Culture and Sport
committee report we read:
The Covid-19 crisis presents the biggest threat to the UK’s cultural
infrastructure, institutions and workforce in a generation. The loss of
performing arts institutions, and the vital work they do in communities by
spreading the health and education benefits of cultural engagement, would
undermine the aims of the Government’s ‘levelling up’ agenda and
Arts Council England’s next 10-year strategy, and reverse decades of
progress in cultural provision and diversity and inclusion that we cannot afford
to lose. (HM Parliament, 2020)
The renewed focus on community lockdown in England (as outlined by Matthew
Crisp (date to be added) in this edition) generated a wide variety of creative, localitycentred responses, sometimes captured on social media, but largely undocumented
and rarely evaluated. Such initiatives were often relatively short-lived, many forced
on-line or focussed on professional development, but all offer timely lessons and
questions for a post-crisis world. In contrast to Crisp’s (date to be added) wider
focus on community music and musicians I sought to capture something of the
experience of small-scale arts organisations whose work was focussed upon their
local communities in this unprecedented time. I contacted community music
specialist Angeline Conaghan of London-based Groundswell Arts (see website) to
ask how they had operated during the local lockdowns.
A community arts project involving eight London streets during lockdown

Groundswell’s pre-pandemic projects (funded by charities, local authorities and Youth
Music an offshoot of England’s Arts Council) involved working through the arts with
nurseries and individual, often ‘at risk’ children in some of the most deprived areas of
North London. Youth Music (see website) their main funder, provides money and
resources to schools and communities all over England, helping groups develop
expertise in diverse musical traditions, providing music for and with children with
special educational needs, supporting neighbourhood choirs, bands and orchestras
and hosting studio sessions for young music makers. It operates especially in
disadvantaged communities. Groundswell works mainly in the North London borough
of Haringey (population 270,000). Poverty and deprivation figures in localities in the
east of the borough are alarming: almost half of the population of this area are
classified as within the poorest 20% of the UK, healthy life expectancy for men is
significantly lower than the richer western half of the borough. The ethnically diverse
population in the most deprived localities is younger, has poorer health and housing,
less employment, lower incomes and is more transient than London averages and
suffers from more knife crime. About 9% are unemployed and 30% families with
working members continue to depend on benefits. Adults in Haringey’s poorest
localities have higher rates of mental illness, suffer more often from asthma and other
lung problems, have more cancers, heart disease and strokes than those in many
other parts of London (Haringey Council 2020). Such conditions impact strongly on
the very young. Covid-19 has highlighted and widened the inequalities.
Groundswell’s pre-lockdown project, Sing Our Story, formerly known as the ‘Lullaby
Project’, was designed for nursery-aged children and families in Haringey’s most
deprived wards. ‘Sing our story’ involved open conversations with parents and
carers and the composition of culturally sensitive and loving songs about their preschool child that incorporated unique details of their lives and loves. These songs
were shared with their nursery class mates, the child’s family and preserved on files
and discs and became an important part of the daily lives of hundreds of Haringey
infants. This process and its positive impacts on confidence, communication and
family life are described in several publications (for example, Barnes, 2014, 2019).
Other Groundswell activities for young people included Lightbox creative science
activities and Story Lab where children invented stories and made films and musical
soundtracks to enliven them.

Abandoning their well-established, school-based and often physically close arts
interventions was challenging for Groundswell. In common with most arts
organisations, however the challenge quickly generated multiple and original
responses. Between April and July 2020, in the 8 streets around her home in
Tottenham (a subdivision of eastern Haringey), Angeline and partner Gareth
Howells, devised and resourced a set of engaging, accessible, socially distanced
and very localised community arts activities – We Are Here and We Are Still Here.
The impact of these impromptu events in a time of crisis raises important questions
for evaluators, researchers and social scientists everywhere.
Groundswell invented a range of mini-activities: a Big Chalk Day, where children
locally and linked to others across the country made physically distanced colourful
chalk drawings on the streets and walls of the area; doorstep music sessions called
Family Jams, shared via social media well beyond the locality. On-line, Groundswell
teamed up with another arts organisation Soundcastle (see website) to make and
use soundwalks in the nearby wetlands. Using these soundscapes families were
encouraged to help their children develop careful listening, compose or improvise
their own sound responses and of course use the wetlands for sound-focussed
family exercise. The team encouraged home music making through videos on how
to make and perform music using found sounds to accompany stories like Jack and
the Beanstalk. In addition to music and in collaboration with Catherine Rive (see
website), Groundswell curated a community resourced photograph trail and separate
word trail on postcards sent in and fastened to lamp posts. These trails incorporated
submissions from nearby schools, localities across the UK, Australia and the USA.
Angeline remarked:
We set these events up initially in response to lockdown as much of the work
we were doing with families and schools was cancelled indefinitely, but we
wanted to find ways to try and make a difference to people’s wellbeing without
offering another online event or workshop….we wanted to find safe ways of
continuing to connect with people in our own neighbourhood. (Angeline in,
Tottenham Community Press, August 2020, p. 13).

Keeping or developing connection and optimism in the locality was central to
Groundswell’s aims. While most of the street engagement was with children, the
involvement of parents and carers was strongly evident. The postcard word trail, for
example generated 200 written and pictorial offerings of jokes, reflections, ideas, and
sadnesses. The front yards of dozens of houses in each street were decked with
adult supported art works for all to share.
[Insert Figure 1 here with the title: ‘One result of the Big Chalk Day’]

Angeline and Gareth’s neighbour, professional dancer Mafe Toledo and local musician
Jan Lee collaborated with children in a nearby nursery to create a processional dance
called Bubbles. Against a gentle soundtrack, the nursery’s children processed, glided
and floated to their homes with bubbly grace, their parents and carers following them
as they stepped between carefully distanced chalked bubbles.
Informal evaluation
Angeline gathered local residents’ evaluative responses to these initiatives. Written
comments and focus group feedback comments were analysed for themes,
commonalities of language and properties.

The results strongly suggested that

through children’s physically distanced but socially close participation in art, music,
language and play, many made new connections, discovered new meaning and

experienced positive feelings about their neighbourhood. Analysis of detailed
responses on paper and from an on-line focus group from 20 volunteer families, most
of whom had remained at home for three or four months, suggested several common
views about the events and their impact upon community cohesion. These
commonalities were:
•

The sense that community was affirmed and strengthened

•

The experience of keeping and growing connection while being distanced

•

A renewed appreciation of family togetherness

•

Feelings of positivity in difficult times

•

A recognition of the importance of creativity

[Insert Figure 2 here with the title: ‘’Front yard art’]
Community affirmation and strengthening
Words like: community, neighbours, together, connect, everyone, friends, joined,
shared, street, all, relationships, weaving together perhaps predictably coloured
almost every voluntary response (19/20). For example:
During lockdown the events that were organised helped to connect us to the
community in a period where we would have otherwise felt very isolated. It
inspired a communication that allowed us to relate to each other through a
shared experience and brought about a feeling of togetherness….(it) allowed
families and children to reach out to one another (Linda, a parent from a local
streets)
It was fantastic to find that there is still community spirit somewhat around here.
(Ibrahim, resident from a local street)
Keeping and developing connection
One respondent remarked on the ‘magical effect’ of events like the Bubbles procession
and the Jams on family doorsteps in bringing people together while being socially
distanced. Via further National Lottery funding, Groundswell’s practitioner/directors

took their lockdown activities forward during the second national lockdown in
November 2020:
…we are now more focused on trying to reach , connect and support those in
the community with higher levels of need. Online we are running some
puppetry session , wellbeing movement ideas for new mums, creating home
resources and creative packs to send to people’s homes. … We are exploring
other more spontaneous elements of provision but with the threat of fines it is
more challenging to plan now than it was in the first lockdown … however we
are finding that people in the community are approaching us more with ideas,
offers of help, asking us what is next and we are noticing a whole range of
window, front yard gallery and other initiatives springing up locally so it’s nice
to think that perhaps we catalysed some of this community spirit to inspire
children and families to find ways to create together at home. (Angeline
Conaghan)
[Insert Figure 3 here with the title: ‘’Music for the neighbours’]
Family togetherness
Many families worked together to produce the rainbows and messages for Key
Workers displayed in countless front windows. Groundswell activities took this family
collaboration further. Respondents described the joy of making joint art pieces to
hang from trees, porches and fences or acting out vignettes for the doorstep videos
and jointly producing and displaying photos and postcards for the trails. Lumena a
schools arts practitioner and local resident used the weekly ‘Clap for Carers’ to
organise more Doorstep Jams in May 2020, and reflected:
Several families made shakers for the jam using the Groundswell resources
and joined in from their doorsteps. We chose to sing 2 songs – ‘Somewhere
Over the Rainbow’ and ‘Count on Me’ and lyrics and chords were sent out for
all to join in. A neighbour I had never met joined on guitar and an 8 year old
boy who lives across the road joined in on his keyboard together with my 10
year on the glockenspiel, 9 year old on the flute, husband on snare drum and
myself on ukelele. It was slightly weird singing and playing on the street, but

music brings the community together so definitely worth the effort. Many
neighbours gathered on the street (at a safe distance!) outside my house,
some sang along, and others shook home-made shakers/tins. Most
importantly conversations flowed, I saw lots of smiles all round and the music
seemed to bring both the younger and the older members of our community
together. Having all been in isolation for so long we all seemed grateful for
the opportunity to check in with each other, see familiar faces and check that
everyone was surviving. (Lumena)
[Insert Figure 4 here with the title: ‘Lockdown street jamming’]

Positivity in difficult times
Positive language dominated the evaluative comments. Words like lovely, great, big,
fun, beautiful, loved, helped, smile, inspiring, relaxed, ‘a boost’ were used by the
majority. Typical phrases were:

…Something to look forward to when there didn’t seem a lot going on…
(Linda, a local resident and parent)
…. just an observer, looking out of the window and watching all the kids
joining in and having fun was a boost…(Ben, local resident living alone)
…so lovely seeing u all amazing street (Karry, child participant)

…a wonderful chance to get family on street playing (Khalid a local resident
and parent
)
…the perfect occasion to step out of our houses and add some colours to our
walls and our street (Spike, child participant)
.

…a reminder that people really need to be part of something and not just stay
behind closed doors…(Nadia, a local resident and parent)
The postcard trail gave us a smile whenever we found them on our way to the
park for daily exercise; big chalk day was great fun, especially for children as
they could see their friends outside. Decorating our own front garden was
very inspiring as it brings community spirits up. (Noriko, a local resident and
parent)
[Insert Figure 5 here with the title: ‘More street jamming’ ]

Creativity
Some respondents highlighted the creativity generated by the playful activities
choreographed by Groundswell. They used the familiar language of creativity:
original, imaginative, new, bringing together, sparking off, sparky. Keiron a local
resident went into more detail commenting on the transformative and meaningmaking effects of involvement:
These moments are indelible shared moments which will reverberate long
after, weaving into a shared - rather than atomised - narrative. This is not
what capitalist society is about and we loved it …(Khalid, a local resident)
There were of course some important-to-record, negative responses. Some
complained about the use of plastic in front yard artworks or covering the postcards
adhered to lamp posts. Others raised the issue of the amount of activities organised
by those perceived to be operating from a position of ‘white privilege’, or ‘ownership’
of the local streets. However, most feedback was highly positive – a beautiful
initiative said one.

Conclusion and questions
This brief summary of events and responses is not claimed as research or offered to
represent the feelings of the uninvolved, but the estimate 200-300 active participants
from eight streets suggests significant and positive take up of Groundswell’s offer.
This and countless other localised arts initiatives during the 2020 lockdowns raise
important questions for research and further study. Government references to the
damage to children’s education, the need to ‘catch up’, or references to a ‘lost
generation’ (Children’s Commissioner, 2020; Independent 2020) do not fully reflect
the resilient, motivated and happy children observed by many responding to these
community, family projects. Children of course need school and each other, and for
some lockdown was a terrible time in terms of abuse, poverty, isolation, anxiety and
depression, but for many younger children, enforced time those that love them and
simpler, more predictable, bespoke, kinder structures seemed personally and
educationally beneficial. Perhaps a national pause for reflection on how to move
forward after the 2020 pandemic could be led by those who continued to work
through it toward personal, family and community well-being through the arts.
As a result of the Covid-19 crisis of 2020, Arts, education or social science
researchers might ask:
•

What have we learned about characteristics of cohesive and supportive
communities?

•

What role have schools and nurseries played in bringing communities
together?

•

Have arts organisations and initiatives, built bridges between school and
community?

•

Where are children’s voices represented in post-Covid-19 education planning
in what has become known as ‘the recovery curriculum’?

•

Does government language about ‘catch up’ and a ‘lost generation’
accurately represent the experience of children?

•

What is the role of arts in constructing cohesive, supportive communities?

•

What are the links between the arts and positive emotions in children and
young people?

•

In what ways is positive emotion related to resilience?

•

How can the arts be used to build new cultures?

•

How do we make community projects more inclusive?
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